
3. CLL cookies

The table below set out which cookies are used on our Website.

Cookie Type Managed by Duration Purpose

ASP.NET_SessionID
Strictly
necessary

ASP.Net Session Session
Randomly generated identifier
assigned to uniquely identify a
user's session.

__RequestVerificationToken
Strictly
necessary

Sitecore Session
Security measure which helps
protect the website from
unauthorised data submissions.

SC_ANALYTICS_GLOBAL_
COOKIE

Performance
cookie

1 year

Recording which pages a user
visits and how long they stay on
it. It helps us deliver
personalised content to users
and provide anonymous reports.
This cookie is not used to
identify individuals using the
website.

sitename#lang
Performance
cookie

Sitecore Session
Tracks a user's language
selection.

_ga

Performance
cookie

Google Analytics

2 years

Used to distinguish unique users
by assigning a randomly
generated number as a client ID.
Once generated, the ID is
included with each new page
visited.
This cookie is not used to
identify individuals using the
website.

_gid 24 hours
Used to distinguish users and
sessions.

_gat 1 minute Used to throttle request rate.

_utma 2 years
Used to distinguish users and
sessions.

_utmb 30 minutes

Both cookies register a
timestamp with the exact time of
when the user enters (_utmb)
and leaves (_utmc) the website.
It is used by Google Analytics to
calculate the duration of visits._utmc Session

_utmz 6 months

Collects data on where the
visitor came from, what search
engine was used, what links
were clicked, what keyword was
used, and where a user was in
the world when they accessed a
website.

PREF

YouTube

8 months Used to embed and show our
videos. YouTube may set
cookies on your browser to
display the video and monitor
non-attributable statistical
information.

YSC Session

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE 8 months

remote_sid Session

nlbi_[ID]
Performance
cookie

Incapsula

Session
Improve the performance and
level of security on the website

incap_ses_[ID] Session

visid_incap_[ID] 1 year

cookieMessage
Functionality
cookie

RPC website 1 year
Determines if you have already
accepted the use of cookies on
our website.


